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UBNJ and Its Membership

As you all know, UBNJ is an organization of bow hunters that are passionate and concerned about
the sport. Comprised of roughly 2,000 members with a council of individuals who volunteer their
extra time to make it a success. We have more individuals in the organization that have extra time
but can only be occasionally available. Sponsors/co-sponsors assistance is used with dozens of events
throughout the state each year. Our council members manage these events diligently but sometimes
we are overwhelmed.
If you are a UBNJ member and want to help the organization out once in a while, contact
your county rep or region coordinator. Without our membership, we wouldn't be one of the strongest
bow hunting organizations in the country. If you’re interested in becoming a county rep, we are
always looking for more dedicated people so inquire about the process with your county or regional
representative.
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President’s Campfire
As we put 2020 in the rear
view mirror I hope 2021 is
much better for everyone all
the way around. I am back as
President of the organization
and look forward to hitting
the challenges that lie ahead
to preserve the sport we love
head on.
I want to thank my friend and
mentor Jack Spoto for taking
the reigns of the organization
and moving it forward over
the past few years. I also want
to wish Jack enjoyment in his
retirement. Jack will still be
around and lend a hand to
us but is going to spend more
time with his grand kids fishing
and hunting which is well
deserved!!! Enjoy buddy.
This past year was very
trying on all levels due to the
lock downs and restrictions
but we managed to operate as
close to normal as possible.
After fighting to get outdoor
archery shoots allowed we held
a smash the curve 3D shoot
which was a huge success.

epic shoot of the summer. It
was attended by 410 shooters
and everyone had a blast!!!!
To finish the year we held a
youth mentoring bowhunt, we
based it out of Garden State
Archers. 7 youth hunters were
taken out for their first hunt. All
saw deer and 3 harvested deer
their very first time out. In all
it was a good year even though
there were some obstacles.
My final thoughts in this
campfire are to the future of
bowhunting. Over the past
couple of years we have worked
hard to form partnerships to
unite the outdoor community.
UBNJ has forged great
alliances with Garden State
Archers Lincoln Park Archers
& Central Jersey Limbhangers.
I want to expand those alliances
and will work hard to do this.
We have also added youth to the
council.

That is our future and I
look forward to mentoring
them to take the reigns of the
organization.

Until next time I tip my camo
cap to all of you.
John Erndl
UBNJ President

In July we had a picnic free
to all Members since we could
not have the dinner and that was
also a giant success. To round
out the summer we brought
the Rinehart R100 back to NJ.
After working closely with the
division of Fish and Wildlife
on a Covid plan we hosted the
4
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Aspiring Huntress

by Alexis Schlereth, UBNJ Youth Member

		
Ever since I was eight, I

had always wanted my hunting
license. So the second I turned ten,
my dad signed me up to take the
course. I passed both the rifle and
bow qualifications then passed the
written. Took a trip to Cabela’s
to get my gear, headed out to the
woods, and picked my spot.
I woke up the morning of my
first hunt excited but also nervous.
I had so many thoughts going
through my head. Was I going to
miss my shot? Am I even going to
see anything? Once we arrived on
site I

put on all my camouflage

clothes, grabbed my crossbow, bait,

and headed into the woods. Once

up and saw it. He inserted another

we arrived at my hunting spot, I

arrow into the crossbow, lifted it up,

cocked my crossbow and walked

and shot. The deer jumped and took

into my blind, trying to be as quiet

off running. It got about 70 yards

as possible. I sat down in my blind,

away when we watched it drop. We

inserted my arrow into the crossbow

waited thirty minutes then went to

and waited. It was so hard not to talk

track the deer after my dad had shot.

or move or do anything.

The entire time I bragged that my

I waited a couple of hours and

deer went straight down and we had

saw nothing. Then I heard crackling

to track his. We followed the blood

coming through the woods. All of a

trail and dragged it out. It weighed

sudden, a big doe came walking out

a decent amount. Then we walked

into the open and headed straight for

over to my deer, she was pretty

my bait pile. She began to eat the

big, a little bigger than my dad’s of

corn, my heart began to race, and

course. We loaded my deer onto my

my adrenaline kicked in. I raised

uncle’s ATV and drove it to where

the crossbow up and set it on top

we were going to field dress it and

of the tripod. The doe was now

went back to get my dad’s. Once we

broadside, giving me a twenty yard

got both deer out it was time to field

shot. I put the crossbow buttstock in

dress them. My Uncle showed me to

the pocket of my shoulder,

field dress, I found it a little gross,

line up the cross-hairs on

but after doing it for a while I got

the scope and took the

used to it.

shot. She jumped really

After we were completely

high and dropped right

done we brought both deer to a

where I shot her! I was so

butcher. We turned the meat into

happy, I looked at my dad

steak, sausages, and more. It was

and smiled. We were so

so good. That experience made me

amped!

realize that hunting was something

But that wasn’t the

I wanted to do for a long time. I

end of the hunt. While my

have now been hunting for two full

dad was texting my family,

seasons and have harvested three

I was looking around and

deer, a boar, and pheasant. I will

saw a deer standing right

also be doing my first waterfowl

in front of the blind. My

hunt on December 27!

dad had already re-cocked
the crossbow, just in case.
I tapped him and he looked
www.ubnj.org
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Some Photos of the 2020 NWTF Women's Hunt!!
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This past fall, the UBNJ, NWTF Central Jersey Limbhangers, and the
NJDFW all helped to put together a Wheelin Sportsmen's hunt. the
hunt was a major success! A simple written article cannot convey how
happy the hunters were, so let's let the smiles say it all!!!

www.ubnj.org
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First Annual UBNJ Mentored Youth Hunt Photos!!
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1st Annual UBNJ
Mentored Youth Hunt
By Xtina Reiman

This past November, the
UBNJ
hosted its first
ever annul mentored youth
hunt at Garden State Archers
in Wrightstown, NJ. If this
year was business as usual,
we would have raffled off a
kid's mentored hunt as we
do every year at our game
dinner. However, because
it was cancelled this past
year due to Covid, we still
felt it was important to do
something to get more youths
ivolved in the sport.
At our October monthly
meeting, we decided as
a council to hold a youth
mentored hunt the following
month. in that short period of
time, John and RJ managed
to put together an extremely
successful event.

The hunt was held
during the permit bow
season, and mentors from
the UBNJ council took out 7
youth hunters. Some of the
attendees took and passed
their hunter education course
the morning of the event, and
three deer were harvested,
which were all first deer
for the hunters. All of the
attendees received a swag
bag with some necessities for
future hunts which included
scent spray, field dressing
gloves, a knife, camo face
paint, and a flashlight. one
lucky hunter won our prize
raffle, which was a brand
new Moultrie camera.

in the 2021 fall hunting
season.
We would like to give
special thanks to Garden
State Archers for hosting us,
as well as the NWTF Central
Limbhangers, the New Jersey
Division of Fish and
WIldlife, Treetop Archers,
and the NJ Federation of
Sportsmen's Clubs for
being partners in this event.
Another special thank you
to Casey Florek and Darren
Doran for being on standby
with the tracking dogs.

Due to the success of the
event, we will be hosting this
mentored hunt annually in
hopes to keep the sport alive
and pass on our passion to the
next generation of hunters.
We are looking forward to
expanding our youth hunt

www.ubnj.org
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A Season To Remember
By Christina (Xtina)
Warren County Rep

Reiman,

Hello hunters! Welcome back to
our Tracks & Trails magazine! While
the year 2020 will forever be in the
history books with all of its chaos, this
edition of our magazine has given me
the opportunity to reflect on the past
year and its impact on the introduction
of a new decade. Lots of emotions have
been running high for almost everyone,
and I myself am no exception to this.
The past twelve months have been
bittersweet, but I’ve chosen to focus
on the sweet and most memorable
experiences the year has brought me.
As an ever-growing and everlearning sportswoman, I had an awesome
amount of first time experiences this
year. In January, I started off the year
by participating in a women’s mentored
hunt in conjunction with UBNJ and the
NWTF Central Jersey Limbhangers,
followed by creating and hosting my
first events for both UBNJ and Wildlife
Women. Some of you might recall
or have even attended our Northern
Region Meeting last January at Lincoln
Park Archers, and it was wonderful to
have such a large turnout! In February,
I created and held my first Wildlife
Women event, a women’s coon hunt,
where each of my attendees harvested
a racoon. It was a proud feeling having
my idea come to fruition and for the
ladies to be successful in attaining a
harvest.
When COVID hit in March, many
people stayed indoors as much as they
could, but yours truly could not bear
the confines of the indoors. I went on
my first shed hunting adventure, which
of course turned into many more shed
hunting outings. It was something I had
wanted to do for quite some time, and
was finally afforded the time to be able
to do so. I found a bunch of sheds and
a dead-head, as well as other cool stuff,
and I can’t wait to hit the woods again
this year to see what else I can find!
However, one of the coolest things of
the year I got to experience was taking
a helicopter ride for the first time while
hog hunting with my girlfriends in
Alabama. While I may not have the
chance to do that again any time soon,
I would definitely welcome any future
chances to ride in a chopper again!
10

Spring time offered me the chance
to be immersed in trout fishing and turkey
hunting. Once again due to COVID,
I was able to spend an abundance of
time outdoors. The NJDFW changed
their stocking routines, and despite the
numerous fish in our rivers, I landed
my personal best trout this year. With
all the extra time I had, I was able to go
turkey hunting almost every day. It was
a very long and exhausting season, and
my hopes of shooting a turkey seemed
bleak at times. But, with the help of
many friends, I finally harvested my
first turkey! As if one bucket list item
wasn’t enough, I was able to cross
off a second with the introduction to
bowfishing. If you haven’t tried it, I
highly recommend it as there is nothing
more fun than a night of flinging arrows
with friends!
During the summer months, I was
fortunate to embark on multiple fishing
trips. I went on two ladies only trips to
Lake Ontario for salmon, had multiple
bowfishing outings, and encountered
another first almost four hours off the
coast of New Jersey- tuna fishing!
While I thought my experiences fishing
for salmon in upstate NY would’ve
prepared me for this trip, I was highly
mistaken. Landing a 60-80 pound tuna
is no easy feat, but I definitely got
better with each fish I caught. This was
yet again another great time with good
friends, but it finally brings me to the
good stuff… hunting season.
Having just four hunting seasons
under my belt, I was quite ambitious this
year about what I wanted to accomplish
for myself and the last quarter of 2020
most definitely did not disappoint. With
one of my goals being learning how to
field dress my own deer, mother nature
gave me plenty of opportunities to do
so. For the first time, I started early bow
season off with a successful opening
day. Then, four days later, I filled my
buck tag with what at the time, was my
biggest 8 pointer to date. Having tagged
out so early, I was able to relax and
enjoy other endeavors. I went goose
hunting for the first time and shot my
first goose, I helped my niece harvest
her first deer, and participated in two
more mentored hunts with NWTF
and UBNJ. After lots and lots of 3D
practice and three seasons of misses, I
shot my first doe with my compound
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bow. When permit bow season rolled
around, I shot my biggest buck again -a
mature 9 pointer- with just another four
days into the season. With my Jersey
season on fire, I ventured into my first
out of state deer hunt by hunting PA
rifle season for the first time. With
the gracious help of my best friend
allowing me to hunt her farm, I shot my
first buck with a .243 rifle.
After having harvested five deer in less
than three months, my focus changed
a bit for firearm season. While many
hunters who grew up in the sport have
experienced the tradition of hunting
6-day with friends and family by doing
deer drives, this was something I had
never done before. But alas, with the
help of good friends, this year I was
finally able to do so. Although I didn’t
shoot any deer this time, I was not
disappointed in the least. I learned
something new, crossed another item
off my bucket list, and gained some
great memories with good friends in
the woods.
After reflecting on the past year,
I may have a hard time trying to top
off 2020. However, I know there is
much more that lies ahead of me and I
certainly will try! I hope my awesome
start to the decade will be an indication
of what’s to come for 2021 and for
the next few years as well. Thank you
for taking the time to read, and I wish
everyone a happy and healthy new
year!

My Hunting Buddy
by Eric Parks

“My Hunting Buddy”
On a crisp October morning
at a Police Academy here in New
Jersey, the door to an old barracks
swung open. There stood a 6’2” 240 pound man who wore the brim
of his hat low and partially covering his eyes which seemed to be
piercing the souls of every recruit
standing before him. He stepped
forward with such authority that
the thought of what was coming
next would shake the inner core
of most grown men. That was the
very first moment I had met the
man who would become one of the
greatest men in my life.

My journey in Law Enforcement had just begun. I was
off and running, working inside the
prisons of our state. One day, the
“Green Guys” (that’s what we’ll
call them for now) showed up to
conduct business. The “Green
Guys” are a specialized unit,
something like a SWAT team, and
there were many of them. Straight
faced and focused, they seemed to
be all about business. Off in the
distance, I could hear a dog barking down the hallway. The barking was getting louder and louder
as it came closer. The crowd of
officers began to part as the K9
officer made his way to the unit.
When they parted, there he was.
The same man who had stood in
the doorway on that cold October

morning at the Police Academy.
Only this time, he was gripping a
leash that had a very serious German shepherd at the other end of
it. They went about their business
and before he left, this K9 officer
approached me and asked me if I
hunted. Nervously, I replied, “Yes,
I’ve been hunting my whole life”.
He wrote his number down on a
wrinkled piece of paper and said to
me, “If you want to gun hunt, give
me a call in December”. Eventually, I had come to find out he heard
through other officers that I was a
big time hunter. Now what’s a “big
time hunter”? I have no clue to this
day what that means, but I knew I
just loved to be in the woods.
At the time, this man had 12
years in the business. In this line
of work, rookies don’t fare well
with the guys who have time in. I
was shocked at the mere fact that
this man invited me to hunt with
his crew. When December came,
I was anxious to call him. Ring,
ring, ring.. “Hello?” There was an
awkward silence for a few seconds
and I replied, “Hey, it’s Parks”.
Very stern on the other end of the
phone, I heard him say, “Glory’s,
6am. Don’t be late, rookie.” Click.
That chilly December day
we gun hunted all day and it was
the first of many hunts I would
go on with him. I’ve been hunting with this man for many seasons now, and early on I realized
something every time we’d hunt
together. Not only was he giving
me advice on hunting, but he was
also using that time in the woods
to give me life advice as a young
man. Over time, he had (Cont.)
www.ubnj.org
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gotten to know me and know my
story. He knew I grew up without
a father and even though I was in
my late 20’s, he knew I still needed guidance. Married with 3 kids
of his own, he took it upon himself
to take me in as family. We spent
countless hours in the woods, looking at GPS maps, and walking certain pieces of land. We would hunt
every chance we got, whether we
were bow hunting or gun hunting.
Again, he would teach me certain
things about life and what the outdoors were all about. It wasn’t all
about the kill, the newest gear, or
what type of camo you had on. He
explained to me that when you step
foot in the woods, it was all about
enjoying that short time you had in
there because one day it wouldn’t
be there. I remember vividly asking him, “What do you mean, it
won’t be there?” He replied “Oh
it’ll be there, but you won’t”. That
really sunk in and I knew he was
right.. one day, it’ll all be gone. I
put those words in my back pocket
and we kept on with our outdoor
journey.
12

Since then, I’ve been sharing the
woods with this
man for the better half of 9 years.
Whether we're bow hunting whitetails or going after spring turkeys,
he has always played the mentor.
This man has been in the teaching
role for a very long time. Being an
instructor at the Police Academy,
a K9 officer, and a father to his 3
kids; it seems like this man never gets a breather from teaching.
Now, I’m not a bible thumper by
any means, but I do believe God
puts certain people on earth to play
certain roles in other people's lives.
This man wears many hats in our
friendship from friend, to father,
and everything in between. One
day when we were hunting, I asked
him why he sacrifices so much. He
looked me dead in the eye and said,
“It ain't about me, I wanna leave a
legacy for my children.” We began
to talk more about it and the way
he explained it will stick with me
forever.
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When he would bring his
children on a hunt, he would use
the outdoors to explain the meaning of respect. He would teach his
kids to honor the animal they harvested and respect the land they
harvested it on. There are a lot of
life lessons you learn throughout
your time in the woods, and there
are little gems that a woodsman or
woodswoman keeps throughout
their lives. In particular, you learn
three things as a hunter: respect,
honor and integrity. Respect the
land you’re hunting. Honor the animal you’re harvesting. Have integrity while doing it. Even though
I had been hunting a long time
prior to meeting him, I had never
known about these attributes and
I now believe a true outdoorsman
or outdoorswoman inherits these
characteristics over time. Over
the years, he had schooled me on
this principle and many other life
lessons. I could sit here and tell a
hundred stories about harvesting
a whitetail or spring turkey with
him, but this story isn’t about that.
This story is about a man who has,
at times, sacrificed his own time
with his family to be a father figure
to me and explain life to me when
I needed it most. It just so happens
that he uses the woods as a teaching tool. This man will forever
have my respect for his countless
hours of friendship and true commitment as a mentor to me. This
man is MY HUNTING BUDDY,
Doug Stryker.

R100
by John Erndl, UBNJ President

Epic Shoot to end the summe!!
The UBNJ has been trying to get
the national archery shoot known as
the R100 for the last 10 yrs to come
to Central NJ.
In Nov of 2019 the hard work
and phone calls by RJ Krajocsvics
and Myself finally paid off. The
UBNJ was granted the opportunity
to host the R100 the same weekend
in August that we usually hold our
Bowhunters jamboree, perfect!!!!
We started planning to make this
the best shoot in the Northeast!!!
All was moving along great then a
thing called Covid hit. Shoots in NJ
came to a screeching halt. R100 in
other states were being cancelled.
We were shocked that something
we worked for might not happen.
As the summer began shoots started
but it was still not a certainty this
shoot could happen.

About 2.5 weeks before the event
date we were told it could happen
with some modifications. One we
could not use the building and two
I had to submit a Covid plan. After
working with Fish and Wildlife the
Covid plan was approved and we
were off.
In two weeks waves of
volunteers and personnel from the
division got the course ready. The
trailer arrived with the targets and
again waves of volunteers stepped
up to assemble targets and put them
out. The course was set and ready to
go by Thurs morning. The next day
at noon the shoot opened and the
shooters came out in droves even
though the weather wasn't great for
the first two days. It was great to see
people from surrounding states and
families out enjoying archery.

Despite having to go through extra
steps the weekend turned out to be a
rousing success!!!
There are so many people to
thank. All the division personal
who helped make this happen. The
UBNJ council Garden State Archers
members and all our friends who
lent a hand. We cannot thank you
enough. I want to personally thank
our photographer Eric Knapp for
taking some awesome pictures of
the event and Brad and Brittany
Rinehart for working with us first
timers to make this shoot great.
I do want to announce that we
will be hosting the R100 again this
summer on Sept 3rd to the 5th
2021!!!! This one will be bigger and
better so don't miss it!!!!

Hunters Helping the Hungry Needs Help
with Meat-Processing Costs
Hunters Helping the Hungry, an organization that has helped hunters to donate thousands of
pounds of venison since 1997, needs some help from the public to cover the cost of professional
meat processing. To date, this program has provided over 2,000,000 meals to people in NJ who
are food insecure. Butchers who participate in the Hunters Helping the Hungry program receive
$75.00 to process the donated deer. Currently, hunters who donate deer to feed the hungry must
contribute at least $20 toward that processing fee for deer field dressed at 50 lbs or more, or
at least $40 for deer dressed out at less than 50 lbs. Anyone interested in making a charitable
contribution to offset the program’s meat processing costs may send a check payable to: Hunters
Helping the Hungry, P.O. Box 587, Lebanon, N.J. 08833, or on line via Paypal.

www.HuntersHelpingTheHungry.Org
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NJ State Federation
Of Sportsmen’s Clubs
Founded in 1935, NJSFSC is a group
of outdoor enthusiasts that believe that
hunting, fishing and trapping play a vital
role in natural resource conservation. It’s
easy to join NJSFSC. Below is information about Individual Insurance.
Detailed information on their activities is available at: www.njsfsc.org

Insured Sportsmen Member $35.00
Receives $1,000,000 liability insurance, membership certificate and
the Federation Monthly Newspaper.
Insured Sportsmen – Household Member $30.00
Receives insurance coverage and membership certificate. No newspaper.
Sportsmen Member $20.00
(No insurance) Receives the Federation Monthly Newspaper and a
membership certificate.
Basic Sportsmen Membership $5.00
Receives a membership Certificate. Additional members in the same
household can be listed on a separate sheet of paper.
A NJSFSC Membership Application can be obtained at the
official NJSFSC website at www.njsfsc.org.
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UBNJ STRONG - We are doing great things and our organization is very strong, but we need help! We need
volunteers to support our events. Also we are looking for additional county reps. Especially in North/South regions.
If you can work a booth for a 1/2 day we need you. If you can help setup targets, we need you. If you can cook
at an event, we need you. It is not a full-time job, just a great way to mingle with other members and make friends.
If you feel you have more time and want to help protect bowhunting in NJ, please contact a Regional Vice
President and learn more about becoming a county rep.

Support the UBNJ by Using the Affiliate Program
on our Website at www.ubnj.org
Every time you use the Amazon or Walmart links on our homepage a small portion of your sale is donated
to the UBNJ at no cost to you! This is an easy
no cost method to help support the UBNJ and our programs.
Just click on the Amazon or Walmart icon and shop!
The vendor pays UBNJ for each purchase completed.

UBNJ Big Buck Contest
Classes
•

Mens Typical 		
and Non-Typical

•

Womens Typical 		
and Non-Typical

•

Youth Typical 		
and Non-Typical

•

Crossbow Typical 		
and Non-Typical

•

Traditional Bow Typical
and Non-Typical

Rules

1. To enter person must have
been a UBNJ member in
good standing at time of
harvest.
2. Deer harvested during the
Fall 2019 & Winter 2020
are eligible
3. Entry must be accompanied
by a field photo of animal
and hunter (no bumper
carrier or deer hanging
alone will be considered)

4. All animals must be
taken in NJ and by
fair chase NO fenced
preserve deer will count.
All NJ Division laws
must been followed.
5. Entries must be received
by April 1, 2020
6. UBNJ will use the total
gross P&Y or Northeast
Big Buck club score
sheet. If you need to
have a buck scored we
will get you in touch with
a scorer.
7. All awards will be given
out at the following years
UBNJ
Bowhunters
Jamboree & 		
3-D Championship
Any questions
email John Erndl at
njbowman11@gmail.com
and call him to confirm
he received your entry
(848) 223-3346.
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We Would Like To Thank Our Partners Below For Being 2019
United Bowhunters Sponsors! We Look Forward to 2020!
All Game Taxidermy
605 Wardell Rd
Tinton Falls, NJ 07753
(732) 918-8699
allgametaxidermy.com
Animals & Gardens
Unlimited
14 Jacobstown Road
New Egypt, NJ 08533
609-752-0000
Appalachian Bowmen
118 Shotwell Road
Newton, N.J. 07860
appalachianbowmen.org
Archer's Choice Media, Inc.
31570 Willow Road
Lanark, IL 61046
(815) 493-8998
archerschoicemedia.com
A&W Nature Labs
Hibernia, NJ 07842
awnaturelabs.com
Big Dog Deer Processing
208 Texas Rd
Old Bridge, NJ 08857
(908)-510-7453
Black Knight Bowbenders
656 Perrineville Road
Jackson, NJ 08527
blackknightbowbenders.com
Bob & AJ's Archery World
89 Municipal Rd. 		
Pipersville, PA 18947
(484) 308-1552
bobandajsarcheryworld.com
Bohning Archery
www.bohning.com

Boone and Crockett Club
250 Station Drive
Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 542-1888
boone-crockett.org
Bowers Wildlife Studio
4 Sycamore Rd
Milford, NJ 08848
(908) 995-2558
facebook.com/
BowersWildlifeStudio
Cheyenne Mountain Outfitters
691 US-130
Robbinsville, NJ 08691
(609) 570-8430
cheyennemtnoutfitters.com
Drury Outdoors
Bloomsdale, MO 63627
(573) 483-9351
druryoutdoors.com
Full Draw BowFishing
www.fulldrawbowfishing.com
609-820-5595
Garden State Archers
121 Larrison Road
Jacobstown, NJ
gardenstatearchery.com
Garden State Bow & Reel
2760A Route 23
North Stockholm, NJ 07460
(973) 697 - 3727
bowandreel.com
Hurricane Safety Systems
www.huricaness.com
(231)-935-4049

Lancaster Archery
Supply Warehouse
21 Graybill Road
Leola, PA 17540
(717) 656-7229
lancasterarchery.com
Little Hawk Charters
Jack & Jennifer Fleischmann
2 Simon Lake Drive
Atlantic Highlands, NJ, 07716
(732) 229-6026
Magic Deer Bait
939 Rt 33W
Monroe, NJ 08831
609-448-9222
M. R. James
Hunting the Dream
mrjamesbowhunter.com
Pope & Young Club
Box 548
Chatfield, MN 55923
(507) 867-4144
pope-young.org
Rubline Scents
www.rublinescents.com
(570)-7689-1292
Sahanas Taxidermy
Wanaque, New Jersey
(973) 841-3185
facebook.com/sahanastaxidermy

Strictly Archery
7 Beidleman Rd
Washington, NJ 07882
(908) 689-5800
Tak Driver TV
www.takdrivertv.com
TBO Outdoors
www.twistedboneoutdoors.com
TenPoint Crossbow
1325 Waterloo Road
Mogadore OH 44260
330.628.9245
tenpointcrossbows.com
Treetop Archers Inc.
177 Dutch Neck Road
E. Windsor, NJ 08520
(609)-647-9902
treetoparchersllc@gmail.com
Woodbridge Arms & Archery
23 Queen Rd Iselin, NJ 08830
(732) 855 5887
woodbridgearms.com
World Class Taxidermy
967 Adelphia farmingdale Rd
Freehold, NJ 07728
ph: 732-298-4149
chris@worldclasstaxidermy.net
Zeus Broadheads
www.newerarchery.com

Skull Creek Taxidermy &
Studio
100 Huberta St
Browns Mills, NJ 08015
(908) 442-4618
chrissycat1972@yahoo.com
Stone Silo Foods
1322 Main Street
Gouldsboro, PA 18424
(570) 676-0809
stonesilofoods.com
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WITO Deer Camp
By Christina McGannon, UBNJ Member

WITO Archery Deer Camp Recap

What happens when you gather
16 women from New Jersey, New
York, Pennsylvania and as far as
Indiana, varying in age from early
20’s to late 60’s together for a
weekend dedicated to archery deer
hunting? Amazing things.
A year ago when I submitted an
article about Mentored Hunting here
in New Jersey, this idea was still that,
an idea, nothing more than a dream
actually. But in the spring of 2019 I
had the good fortune to be invited as
the NWTF Women in the Outdoors
Coordinator to help with an Intro
to Turkey Hunting for Women that
was hosted by the NJ Division of
Fish & Wildlife Outdoors Women
Program. Through that event, I met
Karen Byrne, an aquatic biologist
with NJDF&W. In talking, we
shared ideas about events we would
love to plan. It was that day that
I mentioned, maybe for the first
time ever, out loud that I had this
dream. A month or two latter, that
conversation would resurface with a
supportive push from Karen to make
it happen. With the full support of
the New Jersey State Chapter of the
National Wild Turkey Federation I
was off and running.

and a location where chosen and in
late July of 2019, WITO Archery
Deer Camp was born. WITO is the
acronym for Women in the Outdoors
Program, created by the National
Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF).
Finding a location proved to
be much easier than anticipated
and after just one visit, both
myself and UBNJ Warren County
Representative Christina Reiman
were sold on Fairview Lake YMCA
Camp in Stillwater. Christina came
on board, along with Wendy Race,
both active with Wildlife Women.
Together the three of us set out to
start fundraising, find sponsors, get
a website up and registration open.
However, I knew we were missing
one important partner, the UBNJ,
but not for long. Once the event was
pitched, the UBNJ offered their full
support and backing. Together, with
the support of the NWTF, Wildlife
Women, UBNJ and NJDFW we kept
rolling forward.
The day registration opened, I
remember thinking that if we got 5
attendees, that would be good, but 10
would be my dream number. With

What unfolded over the course
of the next 5 to 6 months to bring
that idea to life was nothing short
of incredible. Greg Reid said, “a
dream written down with a date
becomes a goal.” The goal? To bring
together women with little to no
hunting experience for an immersive
weekend of workshops, learning,
sharing stories, creating memories,
growing confidence and somewhere
in there mentored hunting. A date
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purpose, we planned workshops,
debated whether to offer archery only
hunter education, wondered where
would we hunt, found mentors and
volunteers, all the while registrations
rolled in. PowerPoint presentations
on finding land to hunt, how to scout,
proper shot placement and more
were edited and perfected to be used
in workshops. Donations for the
attendee swag bags were showing up
almost daily, the generosity of our
supporters was mind blowing. The
Newton High School Future Farmers
of America Club were brought on
board to teach the ladies how to
process and butcher, and offered their
butchering services. Chad Gasiorek,
a chef and culinary arts instructor
from Sussex Technical School was
enlisted to show our attendees how
to prepare wild game in the kitchen.
With each planning session, visit
to camp, donation, sponsorship and
attendee registration the weekend
began to take shape. As the months
turned into weeks and the weeks
into days, the excitement among the
attendees, volunteers and mentors
grew.

On Friday, November
22nd, 16 women attendees,
15 mentors, 3 volunteers
and 1 Hunter Education
Instructor arrived at Fairview
Lake YMCA Camp for the
first WITO Archery Deer
Camp Weekend. Five of the
attendees took and passed
archery only hunter education.
The women learned about
deer biology and ecology from
NJDF&W Bureau of Wildlife
Management Chief, Carole
Stanko.
Northern Region
Hunter Education Coordinator
Keith Griglak, shared a
presentation on the meaning
of Locavore. Attendees were
treated to an amazing spread of
wild game cuisine and culinary
instruction from Chef Chad.
Mentored hunting took
place on Saturday morning
and afternoon, with a mid-day
break to hear from NJDF&W
Conservation Police Officer
Alan Sutton. Afterwards, the
ladies watched a demonstration
on the use of dogs for tracking

deer from Darren Doran of
United Blood Trackers, a
licensed dog tracker in the state
of New Jersey. We also included
some fun things, like a bingo
game where the ladies had to
guess what was in the hunting
pack of 3 of our mentors and a
scavenger hunt. Each attendee
received a membership to
Wildlife Women, the NWTF
and UBNJ. Executive Vice
President, John Erndl from the
UBNJ joined us as a mentor
and spoke with the ladies on
the value and importance of
UBNJ membership.

Second Annual WITO Archery
Deer Camp in Fall 2020.
Happy Hunting!
Christina

As the weekend came to a
close, and in the weeks since,
I still struggle with words to
describe just how amazing
the weekend was. There were
hiccups, and there were rough
spots (don’t ever miss lunch at
camp!), but we all arrived with
a goal and a purpose and I think
it is safe to say hunters, mentors
and volunteers all left with so
much more than we could have
ever imagined.
Stay tuned
as we begin planning for the
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